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This presentation has been prepared by GME Resources Limited (“GME”) and consists of written materials/slides for a presentation concerning GME.  By reviewing/attending this presentation, 
you agree to be bound by the following conditions.

No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the fairness, accuracy, or completeness of the information, contained in the presentation or of the views, opinions and 
conclusions contained in this material.  To the maximum extent permitted by law, GME and its related bodies corporate and affiliates, and its respective directors, officers, employees, agents and 
advisers disclaim any liability (including, without limitation any liability arising from fault or negligence) for any loss or damage arising from any use of this material or its contents, including any 
error or omission there from, or otherwise arising in connection with it.

Some statements in this presentation are forward-looking statements within the meaning of the US securities laws.  Such statements include, but are not limited to, statements with regard to 
capacity, future production and grades, projections for sales growth, estimated revenues and reserves, targets for cost savings, the construction cost of new projects, projected capital 
expenditures, the timing of new projects, future cash flow and debt levels, the outlook for minerals and metals prices, the outlook for economic recovery and trends in the trading environment 
and may be (but are not necessarily) identified by the use of phrases such as “will”, “expect”, “anticipate”, “believe” and “envisage”.  By their nature, forward-looking statements involve risk and 
uncertainty because they relate to events and depend on the circumstances that will occur in the future and may be outside GME’s control.  Actual results and developments may differ materially 
from those expressed or implied in such statements because of a number of factors, including levels of demand and market prices, the ability to produce and transport products profitably, the 
impact of foreign currency exchange rates on market prices and operating costs, operational problems, political uncertainty and economic conditions in relevant areas of the world, the actions of 
competitors, activities by governmental authorities such as changes in taxation or regulation.

Given these risks and uncertainties, undue reliance should not be placed on forward-looking statements which speak only as at the date of the presentation.  Subject to any continuing obligations 
under applicable law or any relevant stock exchange listing rules, GME does not undertake any obligation to publicly release any updates or revisions to any forward looking statements contained 
in this presentation, whether as a result of any change in GME’s expectations in relation to them or any change in events, conditions or circumstances on which any such statement is based.

Certain statistical and other information included in this presentation is sourced from publicly available third party sources and has not been independently verified.

All figures are expressed in Australian dollars unless stated otherwise.
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Important notices



 Tier 1 scale resource: 830kt nickel and 52kt cobalt

 High grade zone of 35Mt at 1.21% nickel and 0.08% cobalt

 Premier mining jurisdiction of Western Australia

 Outstanding regional, open-access infrastructure

 Advanced stage of study; PFS due March quarter 2018

 Direct production of battery-ready nickel and cobalt products
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GME at a glance

Board and key management

Peter Sullivan Non-Executive Chairman

Jamie Sullivan Executive Director

Peter Huston Non-Executive Director

Mark Pitts Company Secretary

Capital structure

ASX ticker GME

Share price (13 Oct 2017) A$0.10

Shares on issue 463.6 M

Options and performance rights 0.0 M

Market capitalisation A$46 M

Cash (30 June 2017) A$2.2 M

Debt A$0.0 M

GME share price performance (1 year)

NiWest nickel-cobalt project (100% GME) Major shareholders

ICM 33%

Directors 20%

Panoramic Resources 4%

A clean, tightly held capital structure with a strong and deeply experienced leadership team

Cover photo is nickel sulphate produced by GME pilot flowsheet testing



+ Scale and life: Resource of 830kt Ni and 52kt Co

+ Strategic domicile: First World, premier mining 
jurisdiction of Western Australia

+ Competitive advantage: Heap leachable via 
existing, proven methods

+ Footprint: Excellent regional infrastructure

+ Advanced: PFS to be completed in March Q 2018
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Compelling leverage to nickel and cobalt battery inputs

↗ Extensive met testwork and process de-risking

↗ Low capex track to substantial nickel and cobalt 
production from high grade zones

↗ Stronger future Co and (particularly) Ni markets

↗ Direct production of battery-ready Ni/Co inputs

↗ Realisation of nickel sulphate pricing premium

Li-ion battery market dynamics

> Explosive forecast growth in Li-ion battery demand

> Accelerating demand growth for cobalt and nickel

> Supply chain pressures: ethical sourcing (cobalt; 
DRC) and battery purity (nickel; FeNi/NPI)

> Buying concentration of existing Co supply sources

> Rapid drawdown from high nickel stock levels

The GME opportunity Value capture pathway

EVs: The new metals demand battleground The NiWest nickel-cobalt project A low cost mine delivering premium battery inputs



Li-ion battery market dynamics

EVs: The new metals demand battleground



Electric Vehicles (EVs)

 Regulatory reform driving producer action and consumer uptake

 Major automakers rapidly moving to a non ICE production norm

 Huge growth in EV output rates forecast off a relatively low base
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Explosive forecast growth in Li-ion battery demand for EVs
The future is arriving fast and it is being driven by electric vehicles

Li-ion batteries

 Expected Li-ion demand growth dominated by EV market

 Further battery efficiency gains to accelerate rate of EV uptake

 Bullish implications for key Li-ion battery raw materials

Growth in Electric Vehicles is robust… …driving growth in battery demand



 Shift towards high Ni content EV batteries (NMC 8:1:1 & NCA)

— Superior energy density and increased range

— Increasing cost of cobalt raw material supply

 Accentuated by concerns around security and auditing of 
cobalt supply chains
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EV battery chemistry trending toward high nickel content
Cobalt market tightness and supply risks are positive for potential cobalt producers… and for nickel players too

“…all battery players are investing heavily in technology to 
reduce cobalt content per battery”
UBS, Feedback from Asia EV trip, September 2017 Source: BHP, August 2017

Leading cathode chemistry for Li-ion batteries used in EVs requires 
both nickel and cobalt materials (NCA & NMC)

Expected large scale migration of Chinese EV battery manufacturers 
from LFP to NMC (Ni-Mn-Co) cathodes 

Depicts NMC 1:1:1 chemistry

See chart on right for evolution of 
NMC chemistry towards 
progressively higher Ni content

Source: Avicenne, Macquarie 
Research, March 2017



Li-ion batteries require high purity nickel feedstock

Low purity ferronickel (FeNi) and nickel pig iron (NPI) 
products are prohibitively expensive to upgrade3
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Nickel: The building need for new premium supply

1 UBS Research, 15 August 2017, Impact of EVs on commodities – interactive model

2 UBS Research, 20 July 2017, Nickel: Big Winner from Electric Vehicles? (Incorporates expected Chinese migration to 
NMC composition for EV batteries and NMC chemistry moving toward 8:1:1 nickel use from 1:1:1)

3 BHP, 9 August 2017, Nickel West – Energising Our Future

“Potential to be the biggest beneficiary of the ‘major’ commodities aided by changes in NCM battery chemistry”1

Estimated nickel market impact of EVs by 20252

+13m
EV output growth
(EV & PHEV p.a.)

+730ktpa
Ni demand

from EV batteries

+35%
Ni market demand 
growth from EVs

Nickel demand and supply2

Half of global Ni supply is unsuitable for EV batteries2,3



Approx. 50% of current global cobalt demand is for batteries

Total cobalt demand is expected to increase 100-200% by 20251
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Cobalt: Demand surge and ethical supply squeeze
Clear market imbalances expected to grow

Ethical sourcing and auditable supply chain requirements; 
upholding the ‘green’ image of EV technologies

Concentration of global reserves and 
supply from an unstable and high 
geopolitical risk country: The DRC

High concentration of African cobalt 
mine ownership and offtake sits with 
Chinese private companies and SOEs

65%
DRC share of global 

Co production1

1 UBS Research, 28 September 2017, Cobalt – how attractive are the fundamentals?

2 CRU estimate for 2017 quoted in Mining & Business, September 2016

62%
Chinese entities 
share of global 

refined Co output3

The cobalt supply squeeze

Share of global cobalt production that is a by-
product of nickel and copper mines99%

Source: Darton Commodities, Cobalt27, September 2017



The GME opportunity

The NiWest nickel-cobalt project



Intensively drilled
75% of global NiWest resource estimate in M&I categories

Extensive metallurgical testwork
Successful pilot work on full process flowsheet through to sulphates 

Permitted tenure
Resource located on granted Mining Leases 

Deep and robust knowledge base
A$25M+ invested in resource delineation and project studies to date

Pre-Feasibility Study nearing completion
Expected March quarter 2018
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An advanced project with a low cost development pathway
Extensive deposit definition, metallurgical testing and project feasibility work conducted to date



 Large, shallow and flat lying structures

 Mineralisation occurs from surface down to 50m 
depth and is 5-30m thick and 100-400m wide

 Predominantly soft oxidised saprolite and smectite
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A Tier 1 mineral inventory
Uncomplicated geology delivers substantial resources and strong scalability 

Global resource (0.8% Ni cut-off): 81Mt at 1.03% Ni and 0.06% Co

830kt nickel and 52kt cobalt (~75% in M&I categories)

High-grade zones (1.0% Ni cut-off): 35Mt at 1.21% Ni and 0.08% Co

427kt nickel and 27kt cobalt (~80% in M&I categories)

Hepi deposit cross section (6806550N)
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A large and high grade resource in equivalent terms
Plus NiWest resource not yet optimised for cobalt grade

Includes base and precious metals Mineral Resource Estimate content only. Bubble size represents Co-equiv contained resource metal.
Equivalency calculated at prevailing spot prices: Co US$27.05/lb, Ni US$4.77/lb, Cu US$3.00/lb, Zn US$1.50/lb, Pb US$1.14/lb, Au A$1,275/oz, Ag US$16.82/oz, Pt US$914/oz.
Source: Company data and reports, October 2017
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Laterite deposit

Sulphide deposit



 Relatively flat lying sheets of shallow mineralisation

 Low life-of-mine strip ratio

 Soft, free dig ore with no/minimal blasting requirements

 Conventional truck and shovel mining operation

 Very low cost mining

 Readily available case study at Murrin Murrin
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Simple and low cost mining
Ideal mining conditions: shallow, dry and free dig



Why the heap leach route?

 Considerably lower capital-cost alternative to high 
pressure acid leach (HPAL) and atmospheric leach

 Favourable metallurgy – lower relative Fe content

 Conducive environmental and climatic conditions

 Suitable geotechnical and hydrological heap properties

 Existing and proven technology

— Successful column and bulk column tests

— Estimated nickel and cobalt recoveries of 75-80%

— Murrin Murrin heap leach project 
commercialised adjacent to NiWest
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Heap leaching: A distinct competitive advantage
Delivers vastly lower absolute and relative capital cost requirements

Heap leach operation, Chile Source: Minewiki, October 2017
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Flowsheet design focussed on low risk and low cost
A simple flowsheet utilising low temperature and zero pressure requirements

Heap leaching Neutralisation and Fe/Al removal Direct solvent extraction (DSX)

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3

ROM ORE

CRUSHING, AGGLOMERATION 
& STACKING

HEAP LEACH

SOLUTION NEUTRALISATION

IRON/ALUMINIUM REMOVAL

NICKEL DSX

CRYSTALLISATION

Acid Pregnant 
liquor 

solution 
(PLS)

Spent ore

NICKEL SULPHATE COBALT SULPHATEFe/Al residue

Calcrete
COBALT DSX

PRECIPITATION

Neutralised 
PLS
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A streamlined processing route
All major process stages have been de-risked via extensive metallurgical testwork

Heap leaching

Conventional heap leach process

Crushing, agglomeration and stacking of ore

Addition of sulphuric acid leach agent

Pregnant liquor solution (PLS) drawn off heaps

Neutralisation and Fe/Al removal Direct solvent extraction (DSX)

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3

Low temperature (40oC) and single stage approach

Acid neutralisation via calcrete addition

Precipitation and removal of Fe/Al & other impurities

Resulting product is neutralised PLS ready for DSX

Addition of commercial SX reagent to attract Ni + Co

Conventional ‘mixer-settler’ produces pure electrolytes

Simple crystallisation to pure nickel sulphate

Precipitation of cobalt to sulphate or carbonate

 Geotechnical/hydrodynamic testing allows heaps up to 6m

 Extensive 4m column tests and 2m bulk column tests

 High percolation rates & acid consumption of ~450kg/t ore

 Ni/Co recoveries averaging 72% (4m columns) and +80% 
(2m bulk columns)

 Achieved with 60-120 day leach cycle

 Solution from bulk column leach testwork used

 Complete acid neutralisation via calcrete addition

 Precipitation and removal of +99% Fe and Al content

 Excellent solid/liquid separation

 Calculated scaled nickel losses of sub-3%

 Low temperature and single stage approach confirmed

 Neutralised PLS used from Stage 2 piloting

 Target Ni and Co extraction of +95% achieved

 No phase separation issues or interfacial crud generation

 Successful production of high purity (+98% Ni) electrolyte

 Final stage production of multiple pure nickel and cobalt 
products (including sulphate, carbonate and metal)

Bulk column leach testwork Continuous piloting of neutralisation and Fe/removal DSX phase continuous piloting and sulphate production
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The proof is in the piloting
Outstanding continuous piloting results through all stages of the process route

Heap leaching Neutralisation and Fe/Al removal Direct solvent extraction (DSX)

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3

High purity nickel sulphate (electrolyte) solution with 
naturally occurring nickel sulphate crystallisation

Excellent solid/liquid separation characteristics with 
Fe/Al precipitate in lower portion and Ni/Co rich 

neutralised solution in upper portion

Bulk column testwork with pregnant liquor solution 
(PLS) product in cube on left



 Well located and established mining area 

 Excellent regional, open access infrastructure

— Railway linked to ports (Esperance and Fremantle)

— Gas pipeline

— Township

— Sealed access road

 Proximate to Glencore’s existing Murrin Murrin operation

 2.0GL water extraction permit
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Excellent regional infrastructure
Located in a well established and serviced mining province



Value capture pathway

A low cost mine delivering premium battery inputs



Huge current market focus on 
cobalt grade and value

However economics are driven 
by total recovered and payable 
metal content, not just cobalt

Beware simplistic resource 
comparisons such as Co/Ni ratio

Watch for economic reliance on 
scandium or other niche markets
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High value tonnes in Ni/Co and Cu/Co project terms
Comparative equivalent grade and total value per tonne highlight the quality of the NiWest resource

Includes base and precious metals Mineral Resource Estimate content only.
Calculated at prevailing spot prices: Co US$27.05/lb, Ni US$4.77/lb, Cu US$3.00/lb, Zn US$1.50/lb, Pb US$1.14/lb, Au A$1,275/oz, Ag US$16.82/oz, Pt US$914/oz.
Source: Company data and reports, October 2017
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Established suitable environmental conditions and ore types for heap 
stability, rapid leach kinetics and strong recoveries

Neutralisation and SX de-risked via recent continuous piloting testwork
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A technically proven, low capital, high margin project
Development strategy focussed on high grade zones and independent acid capability

NiWest targeted development strategy

High grade zones at Mt Kilkenny, Eucalyptus and Hepi (~27Mt)

Up to 1.5Mtpa HL throughput for initial 15-20 year LOM

Independent acid production capability

Direct SX facility at Mt Kilkenny

Producing high purity, battery-ready Ni and Co products

1

2

3

4

5

Heap leach front-end vastly less capitally intensive than competing HPAL 
and atmospheric leach projects

Direct SX process considerably lower capital than metal refining back-end

Direct production of battery-ready inputs skipping costly additional metal-
to-sulphate process step

High-purity nickel sulphate attracts a significant premium to LME pricing

TECHNICALLY PROVEN

LOW CAPITAL

HIGH MARGIN



 Battery makers require Ni and Co metal to be supplied as 
salts, usually in the form of high purity sulphates

 Typically achieved by suppliers undertaking additional 
processing to convert refined Ni or Co metal into sulphates

 Extra processing cost is usually reflected in the premium to 
LME nickel paid by battery makers for nickel sulphate

— Premium ranged from 20–40% since 2010
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Premium products into super high growth markets
Significant cost and price benefits from direct sulphate production = high margin potential

Nickel sulphate premium to LME nickel price (US$/lb & % basis)

Approx. 50% of global nickel supply is unsuitable for use in Li-ion 
batteries – incl. ferronickel and nickel pig iron (NPI)1

Demand for nickel-sulphate is directly linked to forecast explosive 
growth in Li-ion battery production driven by EVs

Nickel sulphate is a particularly high growth sector given…

1  It is prohibitively expensive for ferronickel and nickel pig iron (NPI) to be converted to high purity nickel sulphate; 
Source: BHP, August 2017

By producing directly to Ni sulphate NiWest benefits from:

 No need/cost for processing from metal to sulphate

 Capture of nickel sulphate premium to LME price
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Growing offtake and upstream investment demand
Downstream battery players acknowledging building sourcing requirements and supply pressures

Offtake opportunities Financing opportunities

Recent pilot production of battery-grade Ni/Co products to enable sample provision and commercial buyer engagement



726
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Ni-Co and Cu-Co ASX development peers
GME and the NiWest project offer high quality project leverage to nickel and cobalt market tightening

ASX code CLQ PAN CO1 ARL AML JRV AUZ GME HAV NZC PGM

Flagship 
Ni/Cu-Co
project

Syerston, 
NSW (100%)

Savannah, WA 
(100%)

Cobalt Camp, 
Canada

KNP, WA 
(100%)

Walford Ck,
WA (100%)

Young, NSW 
(100%)

Sconi, NSW 
(100%)

NiWest, WA 
(100%)

Mutooroo, SA 
(100%)

Kalongwe, 
DRC (85%)

Owendale, 
NSW (100%)

Deposit type Laterite Sulphide Sulphide Laterite Sulphide Laterite Laterite Laterite Sulphide Oxide Laterite

Project 
resource

101mt @ 
0.59% Ni,
0.13% Co

13.9mt @ 
1.63% Ni, 

0.11% Co et al
NA

773mt @ 
0.7% Ni, 
0.05% Co

73.3mt @ 
0.4% Cu, 

0.08% Co et al

83.0mt @ 
0.79% Ni, 
0.06% Co

89.0mt @ 
0.58% Ni, 
0.06% Co

81.0mt @ 
1.03% Ni, 
0.06% Co

12.5mt @ 
1.53% Cu, 

0.14% Co et al

13.5mt @ 
2.24% Cu, 
0.32% Co

27.9mt @ 
0.12% Ni, 

0.06% Co et al

Process route HPAL Flotation NA Atmospheric 
leach or HPAL

Flotation then 
roasting NA HPAL Heap leach Flotation DMS HPAL

Current study 
phase DFS DFS

completed Pre-resource PFS PFS/DFS Scoping DFS PFS PFS DFS DFS

ASX-listed Ni-Co and Cu-Co development projects with a market cap of > A$30M.  Project resource lists base and precious content only.
Source: Company data, Bloomberg, October 2017

Market cap
(A$m)
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The development runway
Next major milestone is completion of the NiWest PFS next quarter

Flowsheet piloting completed and Ni sulphate produced

Pre-Feasibility Study (PFS) completed

Definitive Feasibility Study (DFS) completed (incl. scandium potential)

Targeted finalisation of project financing and permitting; Final Investment Decision (FID)

Targeted first Ni/Co production

October 2017

March quarter 2018

June half 2019

December half 2019

June half 2021



Jamie Sullivan
Managing Director
GME Resources Ltd

+61 8 9336 3388

jamiesullivan@gmeresources.com.au

www.gmeresources.com.au
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Contact



Appendix

Supplementary information
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Mineral resource estimate
0.8% Ni cut-off grade Tonnes (Mt) Ni grade (% Ni) Co grade (% Co) Ni metal (kt) Co metal (kt)

Eucalyptus 34.9 1.00 0.06 349 21.7

Mt Kilkenny 24.2 1.08 0.07 261 16.5

Wanbanna1 10.8 1.03 0.07 111 7.2

Hepi 3.4 1.09 0.06 37 2.0

Murrin North 3.7 0.97 0.06 36 2.3

Waite Kauri 1.8 0.98 0.05 18 1.0

Mertondale 1.9 0.98 0.07 18 1.3

TOTAL 81 1.03 0.06 830 52

Measured 34 1.07 0.07 362 23

Indicated 28 1.02 0.06 282 17

Inferred 19 0.98 0.06 186 12

1.0% Ni cut-off grade Tonnes (Mt) Ni grade (% Ni) Co grade (% Co) Ni metal (kt) Co metal (kt)

Eucalyptus 13.3 1.19 0.07 159 9.7

Mt Kilkenny 12.7 1.24 0.08 158 10.1

Wanbanna1 5.1 1.19 0.08 61 4.0

Hepi 1.5 1.33 0.07 21 1.1

Murrin North 1.3 1.14 0.07 14 0.9

Waite Kauri 0.6 1.23 0.08 7 0.5

Mertondale 0.7 1.14 0.07 8 0.5

TOTAL 35 1.21 0.08 427 27

Measured 17 1.24 0.08 212 14

Indicated 12 1.18 0.07 144 9

Inferred 6 1.20 0.07 71 4

Global resource

High grade zones

1 Wanbanna is held 80% by NiWest 
and 20% by Wanbanna Pty Ltd

1 Wanbanna is held 80% by NiWest 
and 20% by Wanbanna Pty Ltd



The information in this report that relates to Mineral Resources is based on information compiled by Mr David Reid of Ravensgate Resource Consultants.  Mr Reid is a fellow of The 
Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy.  Mr Reid is a Principal Consultant with Ravensgate Minerals Industry Consultants who consults to the Company.  Mr Reid has 
sufficient experience, which is relevant to the style of mineralisation and type of deposit under consideration and to the activity which he is undertaking to quality as a Competent 
Person as defined in the 2012 Edition of the Australasian Code for Reporting of Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves.  Mr Reid consents to the inclusion in this presentation of the 
matters based on information provided by him in the form and context in which it appears.

The information in this announcement that relates to lateritic nickel and cobalt processing/engineering and related operating and capital cost estimates is based on information 
reviewed by Mr David Readett (B.E. Met Eng., FAusIMM, CP (Met)).  Mr Readett is an independent consulting engineer working through Mworx Pty Ltd.  Mr Readett is a Chartered 
Professional Metallurgical Engineer and has 25 years of relevant experience in this area of work.  Mr Readett consents to the inclusion in this presentation of the matters based on 
information provided by him and in the form and content in which it appears.
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Competent Person(s) statement
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